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Concept and Application of Limbal Stem Cells 

SCHEFFER C. G. TSENG 
Miami, Florida 

Summary 
Cumulative reported evidence indicates that some fraction of limbal basal epithelial 
cells are the stem cells for corneal epithelial cell proliferation and ditTerentiation. 
Limbal epithelium is therefore crucial in maintaining the cell mass of corneal 
epithelium under normal conditions and plays an important role in corneal epithelial 
wound healing. Deficiency or absence of limbal stem cells explains well the patho

genesis of several ocular surface disorders characterised by defective conjunctival 
transditTerentiation or conjunctivalisation of cornea. This paper reviews and 

updates the basic concept of stem cells, the reported findings of limbal stem cells for 

corneal epithelium, and their therapeutic applications. Through this review, one 

hopes to gain a more complete understanding and increase proficiency in treating 

these diseases. 

The concept of stem cells (SC) is new to most 
of us. For example, ophthalmologists who 
often encounter external diseases with abnor
mal delayed corneal epithelial wound healing, 
habitually focus attention on the defect area 
and ignore the most powerful proliferative 
source of SC at the limbus. To enhance clinical 
understanding and proficiency of managing 
this clinical problem and other related dis
orders, this paper will review and update the 
basic concept of SC, the cumulative evidence 
and new finding of limbal epithelium as SC of 
corneal epithelium, and their clinical 
applications. 

I. Basic Concept of Stem Cells: 
Stem cells (SC) are by definition present in all 
self-renewing tissues. 1.2 These cells are long-

lived, have great potential for clonogenic cell 
division, and are ultimately responsible for 
cell replacement and tissue regeneration. 
Most of our knowledge about stem cells 
comes from studies on blood cells and some 
epithelial tissues, e.g. intestinal epithelia, 
semineferous epithelia, and skin epidermis 
(see reviews 3, 4). Based on cell kinetic 
studies, all cells in a tissue consisting of a 
clonogenic cell lineage can be placed into 
either one of the following two tissue com
partments: proliferative or non-proliferative 
(differentiative).5,6 Cells in the proliferative 
compartment are capable of preceding cell 
mitosis with DNA synthesis. This compart
ment includes SC and transient amplifying 
cells (TAC) that are derived from each SC 
mitosis and amplify their number by under-
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the hierarchy of a defined tissue consisting of stem cell (SC), transient amplifying cell 
(TAC), post-mitotic cell (PMC), and terminally differentiated cell (TDC). SC is depicted by shaded circle and its 
population can be recovered via the self-renewal process during an asymmetrical cell division. Three mitotic cycles: 
MI, M2, and M3 are assigned to TA C. This allows amplification of cell numbers of eight. 

going a few rounds of cell division. Cells in the 
non-proliferative, differentiative compart
ment are in theory all post-mitotic cells 
(PMC) that are committed to cellular dif
ferentiation. In the latter compartment, cells 
at different stages of differentiation can be 
identified during the process of tissue matura
tion. The ultimate expression of the func
tional aspect of the tissue is achieved by the 
terminally-differentiated cells (TDC). All 
cells except SC have a limited life span and are 
destined to die. These serial steps of 
clonogenic cell lineage in a defined tissue are 
summarised in Figure 1 and Table I, in which 
one can see an organised cellular hierarchy 
containing heterogeneous populations of cells 
that are arranged in the order of 

SC� TAC--'> PMC� TDC. From this schema
tic diagram, one thus appreciates the fact that 
the loss of TDC is compensated by the gradual 
terminal differentiation of the preceding 
higher hierarchy, PMC, and eventually by the 
source of cellular proliferation, SC, at the 
highest rank. Furthermore, to ensure the 
normal health of the tissue, cellular prolifera
tion and differentiation in a co-ordinated 
manner at different levels of this hierarchy is 
important, even indispensable. Physicians 
who habitually focus attention on cellular dys
function of the TDC, will gain more insights 
into the pathogenesis of clinical diseases by 
analysing the whole cellular hierarchy, par
ticularly by understanding the properties of 
the Sc. 
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Table I Cellular components in a defined self-renewing tissue 

Proliferative compartment Differentiative compartment 

Stem 
cell 

Transient 
amplifying 

cell 

Post
mitotic 

cell 

Terminally
differentiated 

cell 

Proliferative capacity 
Mitotic activity 
Differentiation 

Unlimited 
Low 

+ 

Limited 
High 

+ ++ +++ 

II. Properties of Stem Cells: 
Since SC are responsible for ultimate cellular 
replacement and tissue regeneration, several 
unique, inherent properties enable SC to 
accomplish this important task without error. 

1. Error-free Proliferation: Ideally, error-free 
mitosis is absolutely essential since any 
genetic error at the level of the SC will 
continuously and permanently pass on to 
the whole clone of cells, resulting in abnor
mal differentiation and cellular dysfunc
tion. To minimise any error made in SC 
mitosis, several protective mechanisms 
have been developed. First, SC are rela
tively quiescent during the state of steady 
growth, and leave the job of active DNA 
synthesis and cell number amplification to 
TAC, so that even if an error is made at the 
TAC level, it will be self-limited because 
all cells except SC have a limited life span. 
In cell kinetic terms, SC have a longer cell 
cycle time, 180 h VS. 90 h, and a shorter 
S-phase duration, 2-3 h vs. 9-21 h, as com
pared to those of TAC in the case of skin 
epidermis. 5-7 These data explain (if PH] 
thymidine is used to label the mitotic cells) 
why several studies of skin epidermis have 
shown that SC have a low labelling index or 
mitotic activity; i.e. one to four per cent for 
SC as compared to 10-15 per cent for TAC 
in skin epidermis. 8,9 This slow-cycling 
property of SC indicates a long Go, or 
resting state. Secondly, Potten et al.1D 
demonstrated that there is asymmetrical 
DNA segregation during the SC mitosis, 
suggesting that SC retains its original 
genetic message during the mitosis, and 
allows the new copy to be passed on to 
TAC. This result also explains why SC util
ise a long-lived thymidine pool in DNA 

synthesis, 11 Interestingly, in a recent com
prehensive mathematical analysis of 
mouse epidermal cells by Potten and 
Loeffler et al., 12,13 it was noted that either 
of the above two mechanisms, namely, low 
labelling index and asymmetrical DNA 
segregation, might operate by itself and 
successfully explain the data collected 
from the study of PH] thymidine-labelled 
clustered cells. 

2. Poor differentiation: It has been empha
sised that the concept of "stemness" does 
not include further differentiation as a 
necessary property, Therefore, it has long 
been recognised that the cytoplasm of SC 
appears 'primitive' and contains few, if 
any, differentiation products. If differen
tiation is envisioned as a 'reprogramming' 
of the genome, then the process of dif
ferentiation also means 'removal' of cells 
from the SC population. Therefore, a SC, 
having responded to a differentiation stim
ulus, is 'out' of the SC population, and 
would not be expected to be controlled by 
the respective control mechanisms of SC 
proliferation, Two possible mechanisms 
can explain how a differentiation event is 
induced, First, a full mitotic cell cycle is 
needed to produce an asymmetrical cell 
division into two different daughter cells, 
One will remain a SC (self-renewal), and 
the other is destined for cellular differen
tlatlOn (Fig. 1 and Reference 10). 
Secondly, a full cell cycle may not be 
needed; instead, differentiation stimuli 
affect SC at the Go state, where most SC 
are during steady state growth.14,15 The 
affected cells will be 'removed' from the 
SC population by virtue of the change 
induced by the differentiation process, and 
will not enter the SC mitotic cell cycle. 
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Both mechanisms might conceivably be 
operating to induce the differentiation of 
SC population, and yet it is unclear how SC 
maintain its 'stemness' or 'poorly-differen
tiated' status. 

3. Anatomical Protec tion: From the above 
information, one can appreciate the fact 
that SC in a defined tissue are usually 
under extremely careful protection. In the 
hemopoietic system, SC are stored in bone 
marrow; in all epithelial tissues, SC are in 
the basal layer. In addition, SC are thought 
to be at the crypt position in intestinal epi
thelia. 16 Interestingly, in the model of 
monkey palm epidermis Lavker and Sun9.17 
found that SC are located at the basal layer 
of the deep rete ridges where dense 
melanosomes are found in the presumptive 
SC located at the bottom of deep rete 
ridges. The perinuclearly located melano
somes can protect SC from UV damage. 
An analogous situation can also be found 
in SC of corneal epithelium at the limbus 
(see Section IV), where melanosomes are 
also preferentially distributed, particularly 
in people with dark skin. 

4. Special Regulation: In the steady state, SC 
are long-lived and are able to balance two 
conflicting demands: (a) to increase the 
number of depleted SC, and (b) to increase 
the rate of differentiation from the 
depleted Sc. The first demand is for self
renewal; the second is for compensation of 
cell loss at the lower hierarchy of the tissue. 
However, under conditions of tissue 
regeneration, this balance will be difficult 
to meet. SC population will be depleted or 
difficult to be recovered due to the need for 
cellular differentiation. To ensure SC's 
long-life and compensatory response to 
tissue demands, a delicate regulatory 
mechanism must be operating. In the 
exploration of regulatory mechanisms, 
great success has been achieved in the 
hemopoietic system owing to the two 
major breakthroughs in assaying SC: in 
vitro using agar culture!8 and in vivo using 
spleen colony-forming growth.!9 A series 
of investigations into the hemopoietic 
system have provided evidence that the 
regulation is operating in the local micro
environment in the bone marrow, in which 

short-range actions are taking place at cell
matrix and cell-cell levels. 20-23 In this 
microenvironment, substrate or attach
ment factors are able to affect the SC 
behaviours. In addition, hemopoietic SC 
are affected by both stimulatory and 
inhibitory soluble factors (cytokines) from 
other cells at the normal steady state or 
regenerating state, respectively. 24-27. For 
epithelial tissues, it is not clear how the 
regulatory mechanisms are operating due 
to the lack of an appropriate assay for SC 
clonal growth. More understanding of the 
regulatory mechanisms will allow us to 
take advantage of this most powerful 
source of SC in either self-expansion to 
maintain the SC population, or in tissue 
regeneration by stimulating appropriate 
cellular differentiation. 

III Identification of Stem Cells: 

To date, all methods for identifying SC in 
various tissues are indirect. Direct markers 
for SC have not been established. In the 
hemopoietic system, SC are observed by 
means of their resultant single-cell clonal 
growth in either in vitro agar culture!8 or in  
vivo spleen.!9 Even in such models that are so 
far best established, one still cannot pinpoint 
which cell is actually SC and which is not. In 
epidermis, it is well known that not all basal 
cells are Sc. The heterogeneity of epidermal 
basal cells have been demonstrated in their 
PH] thymidine labelling,4,6,28-30 EGF receptor 
distribution,3! and responsiveness to tumour 
promoters.28,32-34 As a matter of fact, the use of 
sectioning parallel to the skin surface has led 
to the discovery that the epidermis can be 
regarded as being constituted of adjacent 
units of cells called epidermal proliferative 
units (EPU). 35-38 The EPU is made up of 10-15 
layers of cells, but only basal cells proliferate. 
Among all the 10-11 basal cells in one EPU, 
the central one is presumed to be SC, which 
can be identified by prolonged PH] thymidine 
labelling.39,4u EPU structures are found in the 
skin of all mammalian species so far studied4! 
and recently were also noted in mouse bladder 
epithelium.42 In the specialised epidermis of 
monkey palm, Lavker and Sun further 
demonstrated that SC might be located in the 
basal layer of the non-serrated, deep rete 
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ridges (dermal papillae), rather than in that of 
the serrated, shallow ones.9,l7 This conclusion 
was based on showing regional differences in 
the PH] thymidine labelling as well as in the 
specific keratin expression on the supra basal 
layers,9,17 

IV Evidence of Limbal Location of Corneal 

Epithelial Stem Cells: 
Among all epithelia, corneal epithelium is 
unique, It is a stratified and highly differen
tiated epithelium. Like skin epidermis, a high 
density of desmosomes between cells are 
noted;43 but unlike epidermis, corneal epi
thelium is not keratinised under normal cir
cumstances, 44 This highly organised structure 
is primarily responsible for the poor para
cellular permeability to non-ionic solutes and 
water,45 and plays an important role in main
taining the smoothness of the optical surface 
as well as the detergescent state of the corneal 
stroma.46 It has long been recognised that the 
corneal epithelium is a rapid self-renewing 
tissue under normal steady state conditions. 
For example, radio labels incorporated into 
the basal cell layers are seen on the the super
ficial cell layer and disappear within 4 to 6 
days.47 In the event of central corneal epi
thelial defects of various sizes in rabbits, the 
migratory healing rates have been measured 
in the range of 0.69 to 1.46 mm2/hr in vivo, 4&-50 
and 0.80 mm2/hr in vitroY It has been a 
general conception that the basal cells of the 
corneal epithelium are the proliferative 
source, based on studies using PH] thymidine 
labelling52 and observations that the central 
defects are healed by the migration of adja
cent cells, 53-54 As will be described below, evi
dence has now been gathered that SC of the 
corneal epithelium are located at the limbal 
region, This new concept is essential to our 
understanding of the mechanisms by which 
corneal epithelial wound healing proceeds 
during normal and diseased states. We will 
first review the evidence accumulated to date, 

Clinically, we often observe pigmented 
migration lines from the limbal region after 
healing of an eccentric corneal epithelial 
defect; this pigmented line was also observed 
by Davanger and Evensen in their experi
ments in guinea pigs,55 though without suffi
cient supporting data, they were the first to 

speculate the theory that the limbal papillary 
structure serves as a generative organ for cor
neal epithelial cells, 55 With PH] thymidine to 
label the mitotic basal cells, the mitotic index 
of the corneal epithelium tends to be higher 
toward the periphery47,52 suggesting that the 
peripheral corneal basal cells are more active 
in DNA synthesis, Furthermore, conjunctival 
intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) , a precan
cerous condition presumably affecting SC, is 
predominantly found at the limbal region. 56 
Even such lesions involving the cornea, called 
corneal intraepithelial neoplasia, were also 
reported to be contiguous to the adjacent 
limbusY 

Centripetal Movement 
Several studies have shown that the source of 
cellular proliferation and migration is coming 
from the peripheral cornea, suggesting that 
there is centripetal movement responsible for 
the replacement of cellular loss or attrition 
noted on the central cornea under both trau
matic wounding and the normal atraumatic 
state. 

In the healing of a corneal epithelial defect, 
the phenomenon of centripetal movement is 
not surprising to observe because as stated 
above such healing is accomplished by cellular 
proliferation and migration of adjacent 
cells. 53,54 However, it is of particular interest to 
point out the observation made by Matsuda 
et al, 50 that in rabbits large corneal epithelial 
defects of 8 mm in diameter heal faster with a 
mean healing rate of 0.91 mm2/hr, than 
0,37 mm2/hr for smaller defects of 4 mm in 
diameter. This result suggests that the periph
eral corneal epithelium has a higher prolifera
tive rate, This notion is also supported by a 
recent report of Ebato et al., 58 in which they 
found that the outgrowth area of cultured 
explants of peripheral cornea is significantly 
larger than that of the central ones (52.8 mm2 
vs. 7.8 mm2) , and the mitotic activity is also 
significantly higher (18.8 per cent vs. 1.1 per 
cent). When the central corneal epithelium is 
repeatedly denuded mechanically, Srinivasan 
and Eakins59 and recently Huang in our 
laboratory60 also noted that the initial healing 
rate of the second wounding is more rapid 
than that of the first single denudation. This 
suggests that the younger peripheral epithelial 
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cells have migrated centripetally to the wound 
edge after the first denudation and respond 
readily to the second repeated trauma at a 
faster rate. 

In the less traumatic situation, e.g. pen
etrating keratoplasty or lamellar keratoplasty 
in which the host central corneal epithelium is 
substituted by the donor, the centripetal 
movement of the surrounding host epithelium 
to replace the donor one is well documented 
by the elegant work of Kinoshita et al.61 They 
observed a gradual dilution of sex chromatin 
on the female donor graft by the male recip
ient over a period of 12 weeks. When one 
extrapolates their data to the end point of 
total dilution, it is particularly interesting to 
note that complete replacement takes about a 
year. These data are certainly consistent with 
the clinical observations of centripetal migra
tion of the epithelial dots in penetrating ker
atoplasty62 and the relatively low incidence of 
epithelial rejection compared to other types 
of graft rejection one year after penetrating 
keratoplasty.63 

Even under the normal atraumatic con
dition, Buck64 also detected centripetal migra
tion of superficial corneal epithelial cells in 
mice and measured a rate of about 17 !lm per 
day. Though there is a species difference, this 
figure can be well applied to explain the above 
interpretation and extrapolation in rabbit61 
and human63 corneas that total replacement of 
the corneal epithelium with a diameter of 10 
to 12 mm takes about a year. Taken together, 
the above investigations prove the existence 
of centripetal movement under both trauma
tic and atraumatic states and indicate that the 
proliferative source is at the periphery of the 
cornea. On the same basis, Thoft and Friend65 
have proposed the X, Y, Z hypothesis to 
explain how the central corneal epithelial 
mass is maintained. 

The data summarised thus far in the pre
vious reports were still confuisng. The exact 
anatomical location of SC of the corneal epi
thelium was unclear until recently when Sche
rmer, Galvin and Sun66 first provided indirect 
evidence suggesting that SC of the corneal 
epithelium are at the limbus, based on the 
pattern of expression of a cornea-specific 64K 
keratin. Subsequently, Cotsarelis et alY also 
arrived at the same finding based on the result 

of PH] thymidine incorporation of the cor
nealllimbal basal cells under stimulation by a 
tumour promoter. Recently, Lavker et al. (68, 
and personal communication) noted 30 per 
cent of mouse limbal basal cells might repre
sent the SC population since they can be 
labelled by prolonged PH] thymidine incor
poration, and thus experimentally as "label
retaining cells". Significantly, these cells are 
absent in central corneal epithelium. Based 
on these findings, together with the known 
centripetal migration of corneal epithelial 
cells, Schermer et al.66 further suggested that 
corneal basal cells represent TAC and 
suprabasal cells correspond to PMC and 
TDC. 

V. Anatomy of Limbus: 

Anatomically, the limbus acts as a junctional 
zone to separate cornea from conjunctiva, 
two distinctively different tissues. All three 
together make up the ocular surface epithelia. 
Histologically, limbal epithelium is also 
unique; it consists of more than 10 cell layers 
and is the thickest among the three as com
pared to 1-2 cell layers for the conjunctival 
epithelium and 4-() cell layers for the corneal 
epithelium. Phenotypic expression of the lim
bal epithelium has been regarded as inter
mediate between corneal and conjunctival 
epithelium (i.e. rabbits). For example, in 
wound healing of a total corneal epithelial 
defect by limbal epithelium, the resultant epi
thelium is morphologically similar to that of 
cornea but its glycogen content and protein 
profile are intermediate between that of cor
neal and conjunctival epithelium.69•7o Inter
estingly, ultrastructural analysis of human 
limbus suggests that there may be crypt open
ings for goblet cells,71 a unique feature of con
junctival epithelium. It is still unknown 
whether this junctional epithelium can serve 
as the SC source for both corneal and con
junctival epithelia. In humans, a regional 
specialisation of the epithelial structure had 
been identified at the limbus and was called 
'Limbal palisades of Vogt'. 72,73 As stated 
earlier, this structure was first speculated by 
Davanger and Evensen55 to be the generative 
organ for corneal epithelial cells. Like the 
deep rete ridges of monkey palmar epider
mis,9,17 the limbal palisades of Vogt are also 
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rich in melanin content,55 particularly in dark
skinned people. The basal cells of this struc
ture, some of which are the presumed SC, are 
tightly attached to the underlying basement 
membrane and have a rich network of blood 
supply.74 More understanding of this region, 
particularly its microenvironment, will shed 
some light on the regulatory mechanism of SC 
at the limbus. 

VI. Aplasia of Limbal Stem Cells as a Cause 

of Abnormal Wound Healing 
As discussed above, corneal epithelium can 
be regenerated efficiently by limbal epi
thelium. In the absence, or aplasia, of limbal 
epithelium (i.e. defect extending beyond the 

Fig. 2. External photograph of a normal control cor
nea (A) and an experimental cornea of which the limbal 
epithelium had been surgically removed (B). Both cor
neas have received two consecutive central 7.5 mm epi
thelial debridements, that are outlined by arrows. Note 
the occurrence of vascularisation in experimental cor
nea (B) after complete healing. 

limbus), healing becomes less efficient69,75 and 
is characterised by recurrent erosion.76 
Experimentally, such abnormal wound heal
ing has been analysed in various ways, which 
can be further categorised as follows: 

When the limbal epithelium was surgically 
removed from the rabbit eye in a ring fashion, 
Huang60 in my laboratory noted that this 
defect was healed rapidly by adjacent epi
thelial cells without any erosion. In a total of 
11 eyes, 36 per cent developed peripheral cor
neal neovascularisation during an observation 
period of six months. To examine if the pro
liferative capacity of the epithelial cells at the 
limbal region is functionally intact, a central 
7.S mm corneal epithelial defect was created 
in this experimental group and compared with 
that created in another 11 normal controls. 
Delayed wound healing and moderate corneal 
neovascularisation developed in 4S per cent 
and 64 per cent, respectively, of the experi
mental corneas and none in controls 
(p<O.OS). A second 7.S mm defect was then 
induced 3 weeks later. Markedly delayed 
healing with recurrent erosion and increased 
neovascularisation was noted in 90 per cent 
and 64 per cent, respectively, of the experi
mental corneas and none in controls (p<O.01 
and p<O.OS respectively). Accompanying the 
above changes, the experimental corneas 
exhibited centripetal movement of goblet 
cells. In contrast, no goblet cells were noted 
on the control corneas. One such example is 
illustrated in Figure 2, showing the difference 
in their external appearance. This result 
strongly indicates that limbal epithelium pos
sesses a very high proliferative capacity for 
generating cornea-like epithelium. In addi
tion, limbal epithelium seems to be able to 
exert prohibitive growth pressure against con
junctival epithelial invasion under normal cir
cumstances. A deficiency of limbal SC, in this 
case by surgical removal, induces early 
appearance of defective conjunctival trans
differentiation or conjunctivalisation of cor
nea (also see below). 

When a total corneal epithelial defect is 
created to include limbal epithelium, the 
denuded surface can only be healed by the 
surrounding conjunctival epithelium. During 
the healing process, the fate of the migrating 
conjunctival epithelium on the denuded cor-
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neal surface will be determined by the pres
ence or absence of corneal vascularisation. In 
its absence, the conjunctiva-like epithelium 
will undergo several stages of morphological 
transformation into a cornea-like epithelium 
with the loss of goblet cells,77-79 a process now 
termed conjunc tival transdifferentiation. This 
process has been the subject of intensive 
investigation by several researchers, including 
Thoft and Friend et al. ,69,70.78,8143 Liu et al.,84 
Harris et al.,85 and ourselves,79.86-9O because it 
suggests that corneal epithelium can be 
regenerated by a conjunctival source. Never
theless, the resultant morphological transfor
mation is just cornea-like, and not the genuine 
corneal phenotype, This notion is supported 
by the results of previous investigations in 
studies of glycolytic enzyme and glycogen 
content,SO normal tensile strength,8! keratin 
profile,7° epithelial protein profile,85 and para
cellular permeability.89 These investigations 
indicate that the morphological transforma
tion is accompanied by incomplete bio
chemical or physiological transformation, 
One can thus speculate that conjunctival 
transdifferentiation is analogous to the 
squamous metaplasia of mucosal epithelia 
under systemic vitamin A deficiency, a pro
cess also characterised by loss of goblet cells 
and increased cellular stratification at an early 
stage and keratinisation at a later stage. 44.9! To 
prove this notion, we have previously demon
strated that conjunctival transdifferentiation 
is not a permanent, stable phenotypic expres
sion; instead, it can.be modulated by changing 
the local supply of vitamin A with or without 
inducing corneal vascularisation.86-9O The 
results of these experiments are summarised 
in Figure 3. 

All the above investigations69.70,78-9O in the 
study of conjunctival transdifferentiation, 
however, did not rule out the possibility that 
the initial chemical debridement with n-hep
tano192 in creating the experimental model had 
not removed the entire limbal epithelium, nor 
had they excluded the likelihood that limbal 
or conjunctival epithelum might contain SC 
that have a bipotent capacity for both corneal 
and conjunctival epithelial differentiation. 
For the former possibility, incomplete 
removal of limbal epithelium can result in a 
mixed expression on both corneal and con-

junctival lineages on the denuded corneal sur
face, which certainly can explain the 
aforementioned incomplete transformation 
and modulability by local vitamin A levels. 

In contrast, if corneal vascularisation is 
present during the healing period77,79.93 or 
introduced afterwards,82,84,89 the process of 
conjunctival trans differentiation is either 
inhibited77.79,82 or reversed,84,89 as evidenced by 
the persistence of goblet cells on the corneal 
surface. One may thus conclude that the resul
tant epithelial phenotype can be determined 
by the vascular status of the cornea (also see 
Fig, 3). Based on our recent finding that the 
incidence of corneal vascularisation increases 
significantly more on the corneas without lim
bal epithelium than their controls (the first 
type of abnormal wound healing shown in 
Fig. 2 and Reference 60), one may wonder if 
the occurrence of corneal neovascularisation 
in the latter healing process of the defective 
conjunctival transdifferentiation model is due 
to the complete removal of limbal Sc. We 
have reviewed our past experience in this 
model using the n-heptanol chemical debride
ment19,86.9O and found that the occurrence of 
these two corneal types was haphazard, 
unpredictable, and possibly related to the 
severity of injury. The over-all incidence of 
corneal vascularisation was in the range of 
20--30 per cent. Since the model is created by 
chemical debridement to remove epithelium, 
we speculated that the difference in the above 
two types of healing might represent the 
extent of removal of limbal Sc. 90 To examine 
this hypothesis, a total of 50 rabbit eyes have 
received a surgical ring removal of limbus in 
addition to the above-mentioned chemical 
debridement; we found that corneal neo
vascularisation was present and persistent in 
48 eyes (96 per cent) (unpublished obser
vations and also see Section VIII). 

To date, we can tentatively summarise that 
conjunctival transdifferentiation may result 
from incomplete removal of limbal Sc. The 
resultant epithelium manifests both corneal 
and conjunctival characteristics and is fully 
modulable by corneal vascularisation. How
ever, complete removal of limbal SC results in 
the defect of conjunctival transdifferentiation 
in which conjunctivalisation of the cornea is 
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Fig. 3. Summarv of the hypothesis explaining the modulating mechanism of conjunctival transdifferentiation. 
The process of transdifferentiation is thought 10 result from relative local vitamin A deficiency, which has been 
tested experimentally by either examining non-vascularised corneas7" or by inducing vitamin A deficiency in 
l'ascularised ones. ," On the other hand, the reversal of'transdifferentiation occurs as a result of increased local 
I'llamin A level to the corneas, either by applying topical retinoids to non-vascularised corneas86,88 or by examining 
vascularised ones. '" (With permission from Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci, Reference 86.) 

invariably present together with vasculari
sation. 

VII. Clinical Implications: 
Clinically, the conjunctival transdifferentia
tion defect or conjunctivalisation of cornea 
described above can be found in several 
ocular surface disorders (Table II). This was 
generated by using impression cytology94 on 
corneal surface in a survey of clinical 

patients.95 Histopathologically, these diseases 
are all featured by the overgrowth or invasion 
of conjunctival epithelium, accompanied by 
neovascularisation, disruption of basement 
membrane, and inflammatory cell infiltrates. 
Impression cytology demonstrates that all 
have goblet cells and conjunctival epithelial 
cells on the involved corneal surface.95 In the 
case of pterygium and some cases of Stevens
Johnson syndrome, a prominent fibrous 
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Table II Ocular surface disorders characterised by the absence (aplasia) of limbal stem cells 

1. Hereditary: Aniridia (bilateral) 
Keratitis associated with multiple endocrine deficiency (bilateral) 

2. Acquired : 
(a) Diffuse: Stevens-Johnson syndrome (bilateral) 

Chemical injuries (unilateral/bilateral) 
Contact lens-induced keratopathy (unilateral/bilateral) 

(b) Focal: Pterygium 

The table is generated from the survey of clinical patients using impression cytology.94 The absence or aplasia of 
limbal stem cells is determined by the existence of oconjunctival goblet cells on the corneal surface (unpublished 
data , also see text) . 

ingrowth is also present. Such tissue altera
tions are the basis of compromised corneal 
functions and are consistent with the experi
mental data. Patients usually suffer from 
recurrent erosion and decreased vision as a 
result of irregular optical surface, weak tensile 
strength,8! decreased glycogen content,80 and 
incompetent barrier function.89 In chemical 
injuries and some cases of Stevens-Johnson 
syndrome, the conjunctival transdifferentia
tion defect develops due to the destruction of 
corneal and limbal epithelia, a situation 
similar to the above experimental model. In 
the evaluation of the clinical severity of 
chemical injuries, it is noteworthy that cor
neal epithelial defect and limbal ischaemia, 
indicative of the extent of limbal destruction, 
arc the two important prognostic factors used 
by Hughes in his grading of clinical severity 
and prognosis. 96.97 In aniridia, there might be a 
deficiency in the development or maintenance 
of limbal SC that is associated with the 
absence of iris and abnormality found in the 
angle.98--H)() The contact lens-induced kera
topathy with conjunctival transdifferentiation 
defect is a rare occurrence compared to other 
types of ocular complications. The fact that it 
is associated with soft lens suggests that limbal 
SC might preferentially be damaged by such 
insults as hypoxia, mechanical irritations, or 
toxicity from lens care solution. The above 
diseases may all represent the absence or defi
ciency of limbal SC in a diffuse or focal man
ner. Their occurrence may be hereditary or 
acquired and can be unilateral or bilateral 
(Tablell). 

One should also recognise that a deficiency 
of limbal SC may not be limited to those listed 
in Table II. For example, alteration of the 
microenvironment with respect to the cell-cell 

andlor cell-matrix interactions can result in an 
altered regulatory mechanism of limbal SC 
function leading to abnormal epithelial phe
notypes. It is therefore conceivable that the 
persistent epithelial defect secondary to neu
rotrophic keratopathy may be one such 
example of hypofunction of limbal Sc. Con
junctival or corneal intraepithelial neoplasia 
may represent the dysplasia of limbal Sc. 

VIII. Therapeutic Applications: 

Based on the above concept, several thera
peutic applications can be outlined. For those 
clinical disorders characterised by deficiency 
or hypofunction of limbal SC, modulations of 
the microenvironment by changing the insol
uble substrate factors or the stimulatory and 
inhibitory soluble factors to limbal SC, may 
conceivably expand the SC population. 
Further amplification of TAC by appropriate 
mitogenic factors can then increase the overall 
proliferative compartment. Appropriate 
stimulation to induce orderly cellular dif
ferentiation can enhance tissue maturation 
and functional restoration. To date, several 
growth factors including epidermal growth 
factor (EGF)101-105 and fibronectinlO6-108 have 
been used to treat, experimentally and 
clinically, persistent corneal epithelial 
defects. These investigations represent 
important trials of stimulation of wound heal
ing and cell attachment by mitogens. 

For those ocular surface disorders charac
terised by the absence or aplasia of limbal SC, 
replacement or transplantation of SC seems to 
be the logical solution for ocular .surface 
reconstruction. This is particularly feasible for 
those diseases which have unilateral involve
ment (Table II). When the limbus is focally 
involved in one eye, an autograft can be 
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawings showing the total removal of corneal and limbal epithelia (upper panel, shaded area) 
and the methods of autologous transplantation from contralateral limbus (middle panel) and bulbar conjunctiva 
(lower panel). 
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F'ig.5. External photographs showing the result of 
limbal transplantation (A) and bulbar conjunctival 
Transplantation (B). One month prior TO Transplanta
tion, both corneas received total removal o/corneal and 
limbal epithelia USing a combination of N-heptanol 
treaTment)2 ana surgical dissection lalso see Fig. 4). 
{'hotographs were taken one month afier the procedure. 
'Vote the difference in vascu/arisation, corneal clariTy 
and surface smoothness. 

obtained from the ipsilateral eye. In 
pterygium, for example, excision of the lesion 
together with beta irradiation lf19-111 or anti
metabolitesl12 has been the advocated treat
ment and gives recurrence rates ranging from 
4.3 per cent to 50 per cent.I(J9-111 The use of an 
autologous source of bulbar conjunctiva for 
transplantation has also been reported to 
yield better success with a recurrence rate of 
5.3 per cent to 6 per cent. 1 13.114 The use of an 
autograft including limbus by Rivaud et al. 
showed a recurrence rate of 3 per cent. 115 No 
prospective study is available to compare 

these different approaches. For unilateral, 
moderate or severe chemical Injuries, 
Thoft116.117 was the first to pioneer the use of 
bulbar conjunctiva from the contralateral eye 
for ocular surface reconstruction. Clinical suc
cess has been reportedl16,117 but the resultant 
epithelial phenotype has not been charac
terised. If the SC source is equivalent for 
either bulbar conjunctival or limbal epithelia, 
one can theorise that there are SC in either 
place that can be called for corneal epithelial 
proliferation and differentiation. To explore 
this question, Tsai in my laboratory has 
recently compared the efficiency of limbal 
transplantation to that of bulbar conjunctival 
transplantation for corneal surface recon
struction in rabbit eyes with unilateral total 
removal of corneal and limbal epithelia, 
which was using a combination of chemical 
debridement plus surgical scraping for cornea 
and ring dissection of limbus (Fig. 4). The 
results indicate that a smooth, lustrous surface 
without corneal neovascularisation can be 
achieved by limbal transplantation (Fig. SA), 
but in contrast, the corneal surface was irregu
lar with vascularisation after bulbar con
junctival transplantation (Fig.5B). Phe
notypic expression of the resultant corneal 
epithelium was also characterised by a battery 
of monoclonal antibodies to cell-specific 
markers including ocular mucin. liS We 
detected restoration of the corneal phenotype 
after limbal transplantation; in contrast, con
junctivalisation of the cornea was observed 
after bulbar conjunctival transplantation 
(Tsai and Tseng, unpublished result). 

Clinically, the author had the opportunity 
to perform limbal transplantation on several 
patients with chemical injuries and observed 
the same results. A preliminary result was 
reported with Kenyon.119 Two such examples 
are illustrated in Figure 6. In the first case, the 
persistent focal corneal epithelial defect 
accompanied by adjacent limbal ischemia and 
conjunctival necrosis was noted for weeks 
(Fig. 6A). An autologous limbal transplanta
tion from the uninvolved area of the same eye 
resulted in rapid healing and restoration of 
ocular surface integrity in one week (Fig. 6B). 
In the second case of battery acid injury, more 
severe and diffuse damage to the entire cor
nealllimbal region was noted in the acute 
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Fig. 6. External photographs of two clinical patients with chemical injuries receiving limbal transplantation. The 
first case had battery acid injury to both eyes resulting in a non·healing corneal epithelial defect in the right eye 
accompanied by adjacent limbal ischaemia and conjunctival necrosis (AI. This defect had been persistent for five 
weeks. The limbal transplantation was performed using the supratemporal source of the same eye resulting in a total 
healing within one week. (B I The second case had an alkaline injury to his right eye 6 years ago resulting in a total 
cornealllimbal epithelial defect, corneal stromal opacity, and chronic inflammation (e). The defect finally healed 
with a vascularised and scarred cornea, the photograph was taken a year later (D). However, chronic inflammation 
and recurrent corneal erosion persisted for a few years. This finally resulted in a dense corneal scar and conjunctival 
symblepharon in superior and inferior fornix (E). Limbal transplantation performed using the source from the 
contralateral eye together with superficial keratectomy resulted in rapid healing as well as a clearer, smooth, and 
avascular cornea (Fl. 

phase (Fig. 6C). The healing was markedly 
retarded with chronic inflammation and 
recurrent erosion for a period of 8 months 
(Fig. 6D). This healing was finally completed 

and resulted in an opaque, scarred, and vas
cularised cornea together with conjunctival 
cicatricial changes (Fig. 6E). Limbal trans
plantation from the contralateral eye in a 
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similar fashion to that described in an experi
mental rabbit model (Fig. 4) together with 
superficial keratectomy has facilitated recov
ery of the smoothness and clarity of the cornea 
(Fig.6F). 

In summary, more therapeutic implications 
can be drawn, if more knowledge of the regu
latory mechanisms of SC can be obtained. 
This will not only enhance our understanding 
of the pathogenesis of various clinical diseases 
featured by abnormal corneal epithelial 
wound healing, but also our therapeutic arma
mentarium in managing these difficult 
conditions. 

The author thanks Lawrence W. Hirst, MD, for 
encouraging him to explore the disease of aniridia, 
Tung-Tien Sun, PhD and Robert W. Lavker, PhD for 
inspirational teaching on the subject of stem cells, and 
Mrs. Marietta Turner for preparing this manuscript. 
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